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Name______________________________     Date ________________________ 

Long and Short Vowels 

stripe fast fade bunch bugs 

speck best truck sun mule 

stick green slide cap stop 

Circle the short vowel words.                                      

Use them to complete the sentences. 

 1. Cars must ___________ when the light turns red. 

 2. It is easy to find ____________ after it has rained. 

 3. Joe goes ___________ when heading downhill on his bike. 

 4. I love hearing the ice cream ______________ on our street. 

 5. Mom got a __________ of bananas to put on our ice cream. 

 6. The ________was so hot that our ice cream melted. 

 7. Ice cream is the ____________ treat on a hot day. 

 8. It is a good idea to wear a __________ on sunny days. 

 9. Dad found a long  ____________ that he used when he was hiking. 

10. There was just a tiny __________ of dirt on my new shirt after playing. 
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Long and Short Vowels 

stripe fast fade bunch bugs 

speck best truck sun mule 

stick green slide cap stop 

Circle the short vowel words.                                      

Use them to complete the sentences. 

 1. Cars must stop when the light turns red. 

 2. It is easy to find bugs after it has rained. 

 3. Joe goes fast when heading downhill on his bike. 

 4. I love hearing the ice cream truck on our street. 

 5. Mom got a bunch of bananas to put on our ice cream. 

 6. The sun was so hot that our ice cream melted. 

 7. Ice cream is the best treat on a hot day. 

 8. It is a good idea to wear a cap on sunny days. 

 9. Dad found a long stick that he used when he was hiking. 

10. There was just a tiny speck of dirt on my new shirt after playing. 


